
KEEP YOUR STUDIOS
& LOCATIONS
SPOTLESS WITH OUR
CLEANING SERVICES!
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From pre-production to wrap-up,
we've got you covered.



STUDIO CLEANING

BD365 Clean works with some of the largest TV and Film
Production companies and studios in Scotland and the
rest of the UK, including Disney, Warner Brothers, the BBC,
Channel 4 and STV, to name just a few.

Our credentials include working full-time on the sets and
central offices for Tetris, Screw, Crime, Mayflies, Indiana
Jones, The Flash, Outlander and Batgirl, as well as on
other independent music, TV and Film productions. As
well as providing TV and Film production cleaning
services for the offices and welfare units, we have
completed pre and post-shoot cleaning of internal and
external locations, touchpoint cleaning, cast and crew
holding venues, dressing rooms, prop storage, costume
storage, and serviced accommodation units.

From conducting full-on biohazard needle sweeps of
locations with nationwide coverage to ensuring that there
is toilet roll, tea, and coffee on location, we take the hassle
out of cleaning for you.

We include all the cleaning equipment and general
cleaning supplies within our hourly rates as standard. We
can also supply toilet rolls, hand towels, hand soaps,
sanitisers, masks, etc., as requested, and other incidentals
like bins, signage, etc., on a cost-plus basis from our
extensive supplier base for you as well.
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STUDIO CLEANING SERVICES
THAT TRANSFORM YOUR

ENVIRONMENT
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At BD365 Clean, we offer an array of indispensable studio
cleaning services that breathe life into your creative
space. Our meticulous attention to detail ensures that
every nook and cranny is pristine, allowing your team to
flourish without distraction. Explore our essential services:

Regular Maintenance Cleans

Includes: General offices and production rooms, such as
reception, foyers, kitchens, toilets, green rooms, corridors,
and offices, as well as shared spaces. Studio space
cleaning can also be added.

Three Cleans per Week - Ensuring Consistency 
Our thrice-weekly maintenance cleans guarantee that
your workspace remains consistently inviting. With
Tuesday and Thursday evening sessions and a thorough
weekend refresh, we keep the ambience perfect

Daily Cleaning - Uninterrupted Productivity 
Our daily cleaning regimen, from Monday to Thursday
evenings, is designed to maintain an environment that
encourages productivity. Plus, our weekend touch-up
ensures a refreshing start to the workweek. 



STUDIO CLEANING SERVICES
THAT TRANSFORM YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

Full-Day Cleaning - Comprehensive Care 

Our full-day studio cleaning service is the answer for those
seeking the pinnacle of cleanliness. From touchpoint
cleaning to catering clean-ups, facilities management,
and studio upkeep, we've got it all covered. Let BD365
Clean partner in maintaining a workspace that empowers
your team to thrive. Your success story starts with a clean
canvas!

Choosing our full-day cleaning service opens up a world
of possibilities for your studio or production space.
Imagine seamlessly reutilising dressing rooms,
transforming them into multifunctional spaces catering
to various needs. With hot desking environments readily
available, your team can collaborate more efficiently and
make the most of every inch of space, fostering a dynamic
work environment whilst proactively working around
filming schedules.

Moreover, our comprehensive cleaning service ensures
spotless surfaces and enhances hygiene standards. This, in
turn, reduces absences due to illness, keeping your team
healthy and productive. Runners can easily navigate the
set, knowing that every area is meticulously cleaned and
sanitised. 
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ELEVATING EXTERIOR
CLEANLINESS
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Cleaning external locations is paramount when
mitigating litter, germs, and dirt hazards.

Beyond the studio's confines, the cleanliness of outdoor
spaces is a vital concern for the safety and health of your
cast and crew. Our meticulous cleaning services remove
litter and dirt and eliminate harmful germs, creating a
safer working environment.

Moreover, our expertise is preserving the integrity of
purposely dirty environments required for specific scenes.
We understand the delicate balance between
maintaining cleanliness and preserving the authenticity
of your project's outdoor settings.

At BD365 Clean, we ensure that even in the grittiest
outdoor locations, your team can work comfortably, free
from hygiene concerns. Our commitment is not only to
cleanliness but also to the success and health of your
production.



SPECIALISED ON-SET
SERVICES
EFFORTLESS MAINTENANCE
AND COMFORT
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Portable Offices: Seamless Functionality, Impeccable
Maintenance

Portable offices or cabins, like water and power
management, often come with challenges. BD365  
specialises in keeping these spaces clean, well-
maintained, and fully functional throughout filming. We
ensure they return to the supplier in pristine condition,
saving you time and potential costs. Trust us for seamless,
hassle-free, portable office maintenance.

Honeywagons and Facilities: Uninterrupted Comfort

Maintaining canteens and honeywagon facilities'
cleanliness is vital for your production's success. BD365
Clean offers flexible cleaning schedules with no minimum
contract length, keeping these spaces impeccably clean
and hygienic. We also provide sanitary materials for
added convenience. Choose us for a comfortable and
hygienic filming experience, meeting the highest
standards of functionality and cleanliness.



ON-SET SERVICES BEYOND
THE STUDIO
CLEANLINESS AND COMFORT
EXCELLENCE
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External Locations: A Clean Slate for Homeowners

When you film in someone's home, leaving behind a space
that mirrors its original state is paramount. BD365 Clean  
understands the importance of this gesture. Our
meticulous approach to cleaning ensures that external
locations, even those within private homes, are restored to
their pristine condition. By choosing our services, you show
respect for homeowners and build trust within the
community. Our expertise extends to various site locations,
and we offer comprehensive services, including carpet
cleaning and light maintenance. We provide peace of
mind, leaving homeowners delighted with the results.

Cast and Crew Accommodation: Elevating Comfort and
Hygiene

Beyond our renowned commercial cleaning services, we
excel in housekeeping, enhancing the quality of
accommodations for your cast and crew. Our
housekeeping expertise ensures that the spaces where
your team resides are always comfortable and hygienic.
We go beyond cleaning and offer linen hire services,
ensuring your team enjoys a restful stay. By entrusting us
with cast and crew accommodations, you elevate their
comfort and productivity, leading to a more successful
production.



BIOHAZARD AND INFECTION
CONTROL CLEANING:
MASTERS OF SAFETY AND
SENSITIVITY
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Safety Beyond Price

When things spiral out of control, safety takes
precedence, and it's time to bring in the experts. At BD365
Clean, we excel in managing high-risk, traumatic, and
sensitive biohazard cleaning scenarios. Our seasoned
professionals specialise in handling these situations with
the utmost care and professionalism. 

Our services extend beyond biohazard cleaning,
encompassing hoarding and decluttering services, post-
accident and trauma cleanups, unattended death
cleanup, comprehensive needle sweeps, and proactive
infection control prevention cleaning. With a team of fully
trained staff, we tackle each situation with the expertise it
demands. 

Needle Sweeps: Starting from £87 

Fogging Services: Starting from £78 

Choose BD365 Clean for unmatched safety and sensitivity
in handling challenging situations. Your peace of mind is
our priority. 



YOUR PRODUCTION PARTNER

When you choose BD365 Clean, you're not just selecting a
cleaning service; you're enlisting a team of seasoned
professionals who have tackled it all. From meticulously
cleaning dressing rooms to preserving prop storage,
conducting biohazard needle sweeps with nationwide
coverage, to ensuring that even the most minor details
like toilet rolls and tea and coffee are available on set – we
handle it all. 

We embrace the challenges of managing cast and crew
holding venues, dressing rooms, costume storage, and
serviced accommodation units so you can focus on the
creative magic of filmmaking.

What sets BD365 Clean apart is our expertise and
unwavering commitment to your convenience and peace
of mind. Our nationwide coverage means that whether
your production is set in the bustling streets of London,
the serene landscapes of Scotland, or anywhere in
between, we are just a call away. We understand the fast-
paced nature of the entertainment industry, so we offer a
rapid response service. When you need us, we'll be there
as soon as possible, ensuring your production stays on
track and on schedule.
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WHY CHOOSE US?

Expertise: Our seasoned professionals have a proven
track record in the industry. We've undertaken
challenging projects with some of the biggest names in
film and television, such as Disney, DC, Warner
Brothers, the BBC, Channel 4, and STV. Our credentials
include studio cleaning, comprehensive services for
external locations, biohazard management, and more.

Comprehensive Solutions: We've done everything from
sprucing up iconic film sets like Indiana Jones to
ensuring Batgirl's lair is spotless. Our services
encompass studio cleaning, external location cleanup,
dressing rooms, prop storage, and even biohazard
needle sweeps. We understand the complexities of the
industry and deliver results that exceed expectations.

Nationwide Coverage: We're there no matter where
your production takes you. Our national coverage
means you can rely on us wherever your creative
journey leads, whether it's in the heart of Scotland or
on location anywhere in the UK.
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WHY CHOOSE US?

Rapid Response: We understand that time is of the
essence in the fast-paced world of entertainment. Our
quick response service ensures we're there when you
need us most. We've provided timely solutions for sets
like Tetris, Screw, Crime, Guilt, Two Doors Down, The
Kill, Mayflies, The Flash, Outlander, and many more, so
you can stay on schedule and on budget.

Peace of Mind: When you choose BD365 Clean, you
select a partner dedicated to your success. Our
attention to detail, commitment to safety, and
unwavering professionalism give you the peace of
mind you need to focus on what you do best—creating
unforgettable moments on screen.

A Trusted Industry Partner:  Working with us means
that you gain more than just a service provider; you
acquire a trusted industry partner. Our deep-rooted
relationships with some of the biggest names in the
entertainment world attest to our reputation for
reliability and excellence. We don't just meet your
cleaning and safety needs; we become an integral part
of your production team, collaborating seamlessly to
ensure your vision becomes a reality. With BD365
Clean, you're not just making a choice; you're forging a
partnership that fuels the success of your production.
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DISCOVER THE BD365 CLEAN
DIFFERENCE

When you partner with BD365 Clean, you gain more than
just a cleaning service; you gain a trusted ally dedicated to
your success. Our meticulous attention to detail, emphasis
on safety, and unwavering professionalism give you the
peace of mind to focus on creating cinematic
masterpieces. We take care of the details so you can focus
on the big picture.

Contact Us Today

Discover firsthand the BD365 Clean difference and
experience a new level of cleanliness, safety, and support
for your production. Contact us today to discuss your
specific needs, and let us tailor a solution that elevates
your project to new heights. When it comes to keeping
your production clean and safe, trust the experts at BD365
Clean.

Call               0800 1931 365
Email           info@bd365.co.uk
Website      www.bd365.co.uk
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